Given the sets E, F of vectors, E-\-F will denote the set of all vectors x -(-y where x^E, y^F. Similarly x -\-E will denote the set of all vectors x-\-y where y^E. The symbol \. E will denote the set of all vectors X . x where x^E.
{x, y} will mean the closed segment and (a?, y) the open one. The domain and range of a relation R will be denoted by GR* DR respectively. If QR u DR is meaningful, this set w^ll be termed field of R and denoted by ®R. If a topological space is denoted by (L), the set of all its vectors will be written L. § 1. -Basic concepts.
1. A. Kolmogoroff [ i j has introduced the notion of a general linear real topological space. This is i) a linear space L (i. e. an abelian group with real multipliers), 2) provided with an openset topology [!\\ (which is equivalent to the neighborhood topology and also to the Kuratowski's topology [2] , [3] ), 3) satisfying the weakest separation axiom (i. e. if x-=f=.y, then either there exists a neighborhood of x not containing j, or there exits a neighborhood of y not containing a?), and l\) in which x-\~y, ^x are continuous functions of the couple of both variables (not only with respect to each variable separately).
It has been proved that the linear topological space must satisfy the Hausdorff separation axiom (i. e. if x^=.y, then there exist disjoint neighborhoods of x and j), and even it must be a regular topology [3] .
J. v. Neumann [5] has given an equivalent definition of a linear real topological space, by axiomatizing a class of sets £7, V, W, ... of vectors in L in the following way : i»Hy=P)( 2 ).
(/en 2° for every (7, Vdl there exists W^U with W c U n V, 3° for every U there exists V such that y+yct/. Those sets t7, V, ...will be termed v. Neumann's neighborhoods (N. nbhds).
Two systems U', U" ofN. nbhds are said to be equivalent if for every UW there exists U'^Vi" with U" c U' and for every UW there exists U[^t with U\ c (/;'.
Let Ec L. A point x is said to be an U -interior point of E, [5] , if there exists U^U such that ~x-{-Uc E. A set E such that, if x^E, then a? is an U -interior point of E is called U -open. If U is equivalent to U', then a U -interior point of E is also a U' -interior point of E.
If U is a system of N. nbhds, and if we replace every (7^U by U° i. e. the set of all U -interior points of U, then the system { U°\ will be an equivalent system of N. nbhds. U° is never empty. If given U, we take all translations of the sets of | U°\, we obtain a neighborhood-topology in L. (By a neighborhood of x^ we shall understand the x^ -translation of any U°.) The space L provide I with this topology is a Kolmogoroff linear topological space, [5j. The topologies, thus generated by two equivalent systems of N. nbhds, are equivalent.
Conversely, given a Kolmogoroff linear topological space, there exists a topologically equivalent system of neighborhoods (s) such that the neighborhoods U of o satisfy v. Neumann's axioms and (s) is composed of all translations of all sets of U, [i8j.
It can be easily shown, that if we add, to the above five axioms, the axiom 6° Ift/eU, and|a|<i.then a.(/c (7, no restriction to the topology will be introduced [6j. Hence we may admit 6° too. N. nbhds satisfying 6° will be termed V. Neumann's star neighborhoods (N. st. nbhds). If, given a stream ordering R, we attach to every element a of the field 0 R of R an element taken from a not empty set E, we get a function f(a) which will be termed R-stream sequence of elements of E.
The term, commonly used, for a stream-sequence is « directed set », though this is clearly no set at all, but may be rather understood as the ordered couple (R, f). The streamsequence is a generalisation of the ordinary sequence.
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Conversely given a system U ofN. st. nbhds we can define a Hyers' pseudo-norm in the following natural way by putting
1)
HCx,U)=in{^ j^oc.[/{, df >0
2) ^R^.=.U,c^for^,^U.
df
The second definition organizes U into a stream ordering, and one can prove that H^x, U) thus defined satisfies the Hyers' conditions i°-5°.
Thus, given a topological linear space (L), there is at least one stream ordering attached to it.
The Hyers' pseudo-norm-approach to linear spaces has been put into a simpler form by J. P. La Salle [7] .
3. The linear (real) topological space is said to be convex (locally convex) if there exists a system of N. nbhds U such that every F^U is a convex set ( 4 ), which condition is equivalent to
The linear space is convex if and only if there exists a pseudo-norm H{x, d) such that for every d,Xi y

H^c-{-y, d)<fl(^, d)-\-HQ, d).
We shall deal only with real linear topological convex spaces(L).
We fix a system U of convex N. st. nbhds and take the corresponding Hyers' pseudonorm which we shall denote by \\x\\u=H^u), df and where the corresponding stream ordering is defined bŷ R^.=.^c_^, (^,(7,€U) df ( 4 ) Given a linear space L, a subset E of L is said to be convex if the following condition is satisfied:
Theorem. Every U is a convex body in (L), having $ as its linearly inner point(°).
It may be proved that for U the linearly inner point coincide with the topologically inner points, but we do not need it.
Proof. Let a?=^=o and (Ml. By V. Neumann's axiom 5 there exists JB such that x^. £7, p > o.
Hence -. x e £7.
and then, for all y with |y! < -, we have v . o^U. Since every boundary point of^ ^ belongs to U, we have C/^ c U. On the other hand we have U c (/, which completes the proof.
REMARK. It may happen that the whole space L belongs to U, but, if we drop it, we obtain an equivalent system ofN. nbhds, unless the topology is trivial with L as the only neighborhood.
( x ) Given a linear real space (L), (even without any topology considered therein), a convex body in V is a convex set E containing at least one linearly inner point, i. e. a point XQ such that on every straight line, in L, passing through XQ there exists an open segment (a?
7 , x") containing XQ and belonging to E. [iij. ( 6 ) If (L) is a linear space, E c L, then E is said to be linearly-closed, if for every straight line I in L the set E n I is a closed set in the natural topology on the straight line I.
By the linear closure E of a set E c L we understand the smallest linearly closed set containing E. If B is a convex body and, XQ its linearly inner point, then B is also a convex body in which a*o is a linearly inner point, and vice versa.
The points of B which are no linearly inner points of B (hence of fi) are termed boundary points of B. (and of B) and its collection is termed the linear boundary of B. Points of L which do not belong to B are termed linearly outer points for B (andforfi) [n] .
It may be proved that the linear closure of U coincides with its topological closure, but we do not need it.
In the sequel we shall suppose that (L) is not trivial, and that U does not contain L. Besides we may admit, without loss of generality, that every U is a linearly closed convex body. § 2. -Some linear functionals.
4.
We shall need an important theorem by J. V. Wehausen ([i8], p. 162) ; it will be states at 6. 2. It has been proved, by relying on the known theorem ofHahn and Banach, but we shall derive it in a geometrical way, by relying on a theorem on convex bodies. This will give the Wehausen's theorem the geometrical evidence, (see also [i3] ).
Let us have a fixed system U ofN. st. nbhds where Z^U, where every (/^U is a linearly closed convex body with o as its linearly inner point. Take the corresponding pseudo-norm \\x\\u. We have IH|(/ > i, < i, or= i.ifa? is linearly exterior to £/, interior of U or a boundary point of U respectively. The proof is obvious. 
Every point (o, \), (^>o) is a linearly inner
=& ipy
df is a boundary point of£^. Since J% is a linearly closed convex body, there exists at P* a hyperflat F* of support of E^ in If ( 7 ).
5. 1. Let F* be a hyperflat of support of E^j at P*, and let M* be the halfspace with boundary F* and such that E^^M\ WehavejP*=^(o, o), because x=/^o\ hence the ray R* issuing ( 7 ) If L is a linear space, then byalinear varietyinLwe understand a not empty subset E of L such that, if x^ x^.E, then \x^ -)-\x^E.E for every real \ and \.
By a flat in L we understand a translation of a linear variety. By hyperflat in L we understand a flat F ^ L for which there exists a vector ~x such that the smallest Hat containing F and x coincides with L.
A hyperflat F determines two halfspaces M,, M^ such that M^\jM^= L, M^M^==F. They arc linearly closed convex bodies with F as common linear boundary.
J. Dieudonne [i3] has proved that, if G is a linearly closed convex body, x its boundary point, then there exists at least one hyperflat F such that :r€F, and that G, is contained in one of the two halfspaces determined by F. Such a hyperllat is termed hyperflat of support for G at x. Dicudonnc's proof is algebraic. A geome(rtc;t1 proof is given in fn].
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from (o, o) and passing through P* is well determined. It must belong to F*. Indeed fi*c£^ (on account of l\. 7).
Suppose fi* c F*. Since P*efi* n F*, there would exist on fl* a segment (P*, P^) composed of linearly inner points of one halfspace, and another segment (P*, P^) on fi* composed of linearly inner points of the other halfspace. Since <P^, P^> belongs to the boundary ofJ%, we could deduce that E^ possesses inner points in both halfspaces ( 8 ) which is impossible. Thus R*cF*, and then (S, o)^*. Since U differs from the whole space, there exists at least one boundary point x of U.
If
For this point we have 1^11^= i as was already proved. Indeed if we had \ > \\x\\u, the point (a*, X) would be a linearly interior point of JE^, and then (a?, ^)^F*.
5.5.
6. Take a neighborhood L^U. Since there exists x^ with ||a*o||(/ > o, the corresponding set E^ is not empty, and then the flat F*, as defined before, exists. Choose F*. Let us define the function f(x) by putting:
Such a number X exists and is unique.
6.1.
We easily see that f{x) is a linear functional in L. This will mean that /P4-^=/P)+/(^) for all x, ;eL.
and /(aa?) = a/(ai) for all ^e^ and all real numbers oc. Of course,
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f[x) depends not only on U but also on the choice of the supporthyperflatF*for^( 9 ).
Theorem. (Wehausen) For every a^ and U there exists a linear continuous functional fx^u^)
ln L such that^P \f^ ^)1 = 1 » fx., ^) = Pjt/-a?6(7
Proof.
Suppose first that
Rl>o.
Consider the set £^. We know that the point P*= (a^, ||a\||^) is lying f~^ \ on the boundary of E^, and that this point differs from ^o, o).
Take a support-hyperflat F* at P* to E^ in L*, and consider the corresponding linear continuous functional f (x) . Put^_ Since x^U, we have-a*^^, and then 
dRdo aEJ
